


 

Extracurricular Activities 
General Information 

 
Marymount International School Rome is pleased to offer a wide variety of extracurricular activities to cater to 
the broad interests of our students.  We provide them with an opportunity to further exercise their intellectual, 
artistic, and athletic skills in a safe and friendly environment.  
 
Our extracurricular program fosters: 
● Spirit: playing for the love of the game, competing, fun, and self-improvement 
● Balance: opportunities to pursue athletics and other passions 
● Character: development of responsibility through commitment and personal choices 
● Fair Play: fair and respectful conduct toward all participants and supporters 
● Community: dedication to developing responsible leaders and citizens in our communities 
 
All activities are intended to help children build the core social skills of cooperation, assertion, 
responsibility, empathy, and self-control.  
 
1) Timing 
 

Session 2: Monday, January 28, 2019 - Friday, June 7 2019 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide a provisional overview of the activities Marymount intends to offer 
in Session 2.  The information provided is correct as of January 1st, 2019 and may be subject to change.  For 
the most up-to-date listing of extra curricular activities, please consult our website:  
https://www.marymountrome.com/student-life/extra-curricular-activities 
 
 
2) Registration 
Families can register students for activities by filling out the form at the end of this brochure, available also on 
the School website. 
 
Certain activities are offered by external providers, therefore families are asked to register both using the 
attached form as well as directly with the external provider.  Details of activities where this is applicable 
may be found in the descriptions later in this document.  
 
Students will be considered registered for extracurricular activities only when completed registration forms 
and payment are submitted to our Business Office.  
 
A minimum of 8 students is necessary for each activity to take place. The School reserves the right to                   
cancel an activity due to insufficient numbers. If an activity is cancelled due to low registration, students will                  
be invited to attend an alternative activity or use the credit for the next session. 
 
Students registering for dance and sporting activities are required to have a medical certificate 
completed by a doctor and filed with the School Nurse before January 25, 2018. 
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3) Session 2 Fees 
Fees for registering students in extracurricular activities are shown below.  
All fees are for Session 2 only and are per student: 
- 1  day a week:  €200 
- 2 days a week: €300 
- 3 days a week: €400 

- 4 days a week: €500 
- 5 days a week: €600 

Notes: 
● Some activities are subject to a different fee structure, and others must be paid for directly to an 
external provider.  Where this is the case, it is noted in the relevant activity descriptions.  
● Many activities are offered free of charge and these have been highlighted in red and with an asterisk 
on the schedule.   Please note that places on these courses will be given on a first-come, first-serve basis, and 
consistent attendance is a requirement, otherwise the place on the course will be given to another student. 
Families registering for free activities are still required to complete the registration form.  
 
For any additional information regarding payment, please contact the Business Office at 
business@marymountrome.com or at +39 0636291030 
 
 
4) Behavior 
Students participating in extracurricular activities are expected to meet the behavioral standards we have in 
place during the school day. The School reserves the right to remove students from activities for poor 
behaviour without any refund. 
 
 
5) Rain 
Outdoor sports and activities will take place indoors when weather conditions are unfavorable. 
 
 
6) Payments 
All payments must be made in our Business Office on the 1st floor of the Villa. 
● Payments may be made in cash, by check, credit card or electronic bank transfer.  
● Checks should be made payable to “Marymount International School”.  
Payments via electronic bank transfer can be made using the School’s bank details listed below: 
 

BANCA POPOLARE DI SONDRIO 
AGENZIA 15 

VIA DELLA FARNESINA 154 
00194 ROMA 

MARYMOUNT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 
C/C 2800 / 80 

ABI 05696 
CAB 03215 

IBAN:  IT78 W056 9603 2150 0000 2800 X80 
SWIFT: POSOIT22 

 
Families paying by bank transfer are requested to include the following details in the description of the 
payment: Surname, Name, Grade, “Activities”. 
- For example: Smith Anthony Gr 12 Extracurricular Activities 
 
Please submit a copy of your receipt of the bank transfer with your child’s registration form. 
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7) Transportation 
The School offers a late bus service to students participating in extracurricular activities. Parents should note 
this is not a door-to-door service like the regular bus service. 
 
Students already signed up for the regular bus service may ride the late bus free of charge. 
 
Students not signed up for the regular bus service may ride the late bus at an additional cost. 
All students intending to ride the late bus should indicate this on the registration form.  
 
Students catching the late bus will report directly to the school bus coordinator at the end of their activity.  
 
 
8) Dismissal 
Extracurricular activities run from: 
● 15:30 to 16:45 for Elementary School 
● 15:45 to 16:55 for Secondary School  
 
Students must be picked up promptly if not catching the late bus.  
 
All students will be dismissed from and picked up in the Elementary School foyer outside the office.  
If your child/children is/are being picked up by someone other than a parent or guardian, the activities 
coordinator and relevant activity leader must be notified beforehand. 
We kindly ask all parents to adhere to these dismissal times and procedures. 
 
 
9) Attendance  
In order to participate in their extracurricular activity, students must have been in full attendance at School on 
that day. 
 
There is an expectation that all students registered for extracurricular activities will attend their 
programs. Students are not to remain on campus after school if they are not attending an activity, unless 
supervised by a parent or guardian.  
 
If students registered for extracurricular activities are found on campus not attending their program, 
parents will be called for an immediate pick-up and the school reserves the right to remove the child 
from the activity without any refund.  
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Early Childhood & Elementary School 
Extracurricular Activities 

 
Enriching Children 
EC1 & EC2 
Due to the positive response this year, our extended hours program for EC1 and EC2 will be continued. Children may join 
the Early Bird Club at 8:00am and will be taken to class at 8:30am. Once the school day is finished, we will offer a 
program that will be open until 4:30 pm. For more information regarding this program please contact the Early Childhood 
coordinator, Ms Jackie O’Farrell (jofarrell@marymountrome.com) 
 
 

Italian for Kindergarten 
Kindergarten 
An experienced Italian Teacher, leads an easygoing Italian class aimed at preparing mother-tongue students for Italian 
classes in First grade.  
 
 
Irish Dancing 
Gr. EC2-K-1 
Irish Dancing is renowned all over the world! Have you thought of trying it out for yourself? Here is your opportunity! 
Irish dancing is characterised by the rigid upper body and intricate footwork.  
There are various forms of Irish dancing all of which will be touched upon in the classes. 
● Formal Irish dancing: Various solo dances and various footwork. 
● Ceili Dancing: Team based dancing where dances are performed in two’s, four’s, eight’s etc. 
● Sean-Nos Dancing: The oldest form of Irish dancing which involves a low level of intensity but intricate 
footwork to create beautiful rhythms. It can be performed in one spot without the need of a huge amount of space. In the 
past, it was performed on the top of a door or barrel to create a rhythmic sound.  
● Footwear: There are two types of shoes used in Irish dancing, the soft shoe and the hard shoe. As this will be a 
beginner class, only soft shoe, ballet type pumps will be needed. 

 
 

Creative Movement 
EC2 / Kindergarten 
Dancer and choreographer, teaches young students how to use their body as a main communication tool and express 
themselves through movement and natural dance. This class also provides children with a setting in which they can 
develop their individual personality and respect for themselves and for others. At the end of the year, students will take 
part in a group performance. 
 
 

Arts & Crafts 
EC2 / Kindergarten 
This club gives children the opportunity to explore their creative side using a variety of different mediums and materials. 
All activities will be open ended, and will be process-based.  Many of the art projects will be extensions of children’s 
stories that will be read and discussed.  We will learn about illustrators and illustrations, and develop an awareness of real 
artists.  Children will practice focusing their attention, talking about their art work, and appreciating and responding to the 
creations of others. Teacher: Michelle Hanna and Aisling Gallagher-Deeks. 
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Kinder Literacy Club 
Kindergarten 
This extracurricular activity is geared toward emergent writers and readers.  Children will invent their own characters and 
storylines as well as learn about the different parts of the story.  Their imagination will be stretched by guided questions to 
help them enhance their literacy skills which they will be putting in writing and story form.   If any time is left it will be 
used in language development activities such  as  action songs and poems. The atmosphere will be fun and energetic. 
Students will be guided through this activity with the talented Ms. Naiomy Perera and Ms. Laurie Berry. 

 
Capoeira 
EC2 - Kindergarten - Gr.1  
A former MMI Early Childhood PE teacher returns to teach Capoeira, a Brazilian art form combining self-defense, 
acrobatics, music and song. Capoeira is a great opportunity for students who are interested in martial arts, rhythm, music 
and Brazilian culture.  Students will learn basic Capoeira movements of defense and attack, as well as Brazilian songs and 
how to play instruments such as the atabaque (drum), pandeiro (similar to a tambourine) and the berimbau (a single string 
percussion instrument)  
A uniform (Abadà) will be required to attend the activity.  
 
 
Soccer for Boys & Girls  
EC2 / Kindergarten / Gr. 1-5 
Soccer continues to be our most popular extracurricular activity so register as soon as possible to avoid disappointment! 
Our elementary school soccer coaches are Daniele Maria Lorenzoni and Marco Mascioli. Daniele has coached soccer at 
MMI Rome since 2009. Among many other positions, he has been an assistant coach at Manchester United Soccer 
Schools and at Arsenal Soccer Schools. Marco has been coaching children at MMI in tennis and soccer since 2004, and 
holds several other coaching positions at local sports academies and camps.  

 
Modern Contemporary Dance 
Gr. 3-5 
Dancer and choreographer Alice Tudino provides students with a foundation in basic modern dance techniques.               
Participants learn new choreographies which improve their coordination, posture, and dancing technique, expressing             
themselves through music, movement, and improvisation. At the end of the year students will take part in a group                   
performance. 
 

Karate/Shotokan   
Gr. 1-5 
Karate lessons at MMI are delivered in English by Master Senpai Daniele Calanchini (Black Belt 2nd Dan)  an instructor 
from ISKF (International Shotokan Karate Federation). Exhibitions, competitions, and belt ceremonies will be organized 
at the end of the year for students to display their progress. Further information on the course can be found by contacting 
the extracurricular activities coordinator. 
 
 
Sports & Games 
Gr. 3-5 
An introduction to athletics and the  fundamentals of varsity sports. Students will learn the basics of sports including 
volleyball, basketball, and cross country. They will undertake training routines focused on developing endurance, agility, 
strength, and speed. They will also experience training with light weights, and equipment such as ropes, tires, and 
sandbags.  A variety of outdoor team games such as ultimate frisbee, power fitness,  kickball, foot cricket, and foursquare 
will be introduced. 
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Chess  
Gr. 3-5 
 
Chess is one of the oldest games in the world dating back over 1400 years. The game 
of Chess has evolved as it spread around the globe to the game we play today. 
Chess is a game of strategy that develops memory and concentration, is about 
thinking logically and involves a lot of problem-solving. It also... 

● Develops imagination and creativity 
● Teaches independence and discipline 
● Develops the capability to predict and foresee the consequences of actions 
● Inspires self-motivation 

The course begins with a brief history of the game of chess. It then introduces the 
student to the board and pieces, explaining through interactive lessons, quizzes, 
games and hanging demonstration board how each piece moves. 
This course will take the students through the fundamentals of chess, by giving 
them a good foundation that they will be learning in a step by step approach. 
It will not be limited to the basics, as it will tackle as well the different chess phases, 
from opening to middle game and endgame. 
 
 

Wizarding Wednesdays 
Gr. 3-5 
An afternoon of Harry Potter and related activities where Students will listen to Harry Potter and The Philosopher's Stone, 
there will be activities spanning the range of craft, creative writing, games, puzzles, trivia quizzes, and time to talk about 
the story, the author and her intentions as she wrote.  
 
Irish Dancing 
Gr. 2-5 
Irish Dancing is renowned all over the world! Have you thought of trying it out for yourself? Here is your opportunity! 
 
Irish dancing is characterised by the rigid upper body and intricate footwork.  
There are various forms of Irish dancing all of which will be touched upon in the classes. 
Formal Irish dancing: Various solo dances and various footwork. 
Ceili Dancing: Team based dancing where dances are performed in two’s, four’s, eight’s etc. 
Sean-Nos Dancing: The oldest form of Irish dancing which involves a low level of intensity but intricate footwork to 
create beautiful rhythms. It can be performed in one spot without the need of a huge amount of space. In the past, it was 
performed on the top of a door or barrel to create a rhythmic sound.  
 
Footwear: There are two types of shoes used in Irish dancing, the soft shoe and the hard shoe. As this will be a beginner 
class, only soft shoe, ballet type pumps will be needed. 
 
S.T.E.A.M. 
Gr. 1-5  
S.T.E.A.M. (SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, ART & MATHEMATICS) Club at MMI encourages 
students to explore, invent, create, and solve real-world problems using a variety of tools and materials.  The club is 
intended to foster cross-curricular and multi-age collaboration and provide leadership opportunities. Students will have 
the chance to work in groups or to develop their own projects; teachers will facilitate student-led projects, but the 
emphasis will be on collaboration amongst the students. Students will learn how things work, and using creativity and 
problem-solving skills, they will design functional products for personal or community use.  
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French Club 
Gr. 1-5 
This club aims at introducing you to the basics of French language and culture.  
The ultimate objective is to develop the fundamentals of French with ES students so that whoever is interested in this 
language can set the grounds for further learning in Secondary School. The course will put the emphasis on conversation 
and basic vocabulary, through play. 

 
Spanish Club 
Gr. 1-5 
This fun-filled activity is led by  Spanish native speaker. A teacher with experience at all grade levels in both Italy and 
Mexico.  Students are exposed to the Spanish language through fun games, and learn new words using visuals, shapes and 
colors, animals, greetings, songs, and flash cards.  Students also start using basic grammar, and put their creative skills to 
use drawing and making gift cards for festive occasions. 
 
 

Homework Club 
Gr. 1-5 
Students complete their homework in a quiet place with the help of our teachers. Students will be divided into small 
groups of up to six children per teacher. First-come, first-served basis.  Once the club is at capacity, a waiting list will be 
created.  
 
 
 

S.T.E.A.M.  
Gr. 1-5  
S.T.E.A.M. (SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, ART & MATHEMATICS) Club at MMI encourages 
students to explore, invent, create, and solve real-world problems using a variety of tools and materials.  The club is 
intended to foster cross-curricular and multi-age collaboration and provide leadership opportunities. Students will have 
the chance to work in groups or to develop their own projects; teachers will facilitate student-led projects, but the 
emphasis will be on collaboration amongst the students. Students will learn how things work, and using creativity and 
problem-solving skills, they will design functional products for personal or community use.  
 
Acting and Communication - Group Classes 
Gr. 4-9 
Taught by Denise McNee.  
Learn how to act and perform monologues and poems and gain the confidence to do it in front of a public. Using 
drama games and voice and acting lessons, students will practice and improve the vocal and physical skills which will 
help them become better actors and public speakers.  They will also be more prepared for any future occasions where 
they have to speak in public or make a presentation.  They will learn the importance of pacing and pausing when you are 
talking, how to emphasis what is important, and use their emotions to convey meaning.   They will be playing with their 
imagination and creativity to create characters.  In doing so they will empathize with others and see things from a different 
perspective.   They will also improve their vocabulary and reading skills and have fun doing it.  
The choice of material will be from the LAMDA syllabus allowing the students the possibility of  taking the exams at the 
end of the year.  
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Peace Club  
Gr. 1-5 
There is no charge to join Peace Club, it is offered by Little Friends For Peace: 
"LFFP is a U.S. based nonprofit that aims to answer violence with skills for peace. Teaching kids how to resolve 
problems both non-violently and respectfully is vital to a peaceful world. Your kids will gain skills and perspectives 
that will help them to live social justice oriented lives as global citizens." 
 

● January 28 - 1st Club Session 
● February 4 - 2nd Club Session 
● February 11 - 3rd Club Session 
● February 25 - 4th Club Session 
● March 4 - 5th Club Session,  
● March 11 - 6th Club Session 
● March 18 - 7th Club Session 
● March 25 -  8th Club Session 
● April 1 - 9th Club Session 
● April 8 - 10th Club Session 
● April 15 - No Club (St. John’s Easter Break)  
● April 29 - 11th and final Club Session. 

 
 

Italian Extracurricular Classes 
Gr. 4&5 
Our Italian teachers will be teaching math, history, geography and science in Italian.  
Monday: Science, history, geography for 4th grade 
Tuesday: Science, history, geography for 5th grade 
Wednesday: Math for 4th grade 
Thursday: Math for 5th grade 
 
Please note that this is not a homework club. There will be no classes on the first Monday of each month, due to 
faculty meetings. There is no charge for these lessons.  
To sign up please contact Erika Nickel: enickel@marymountrome.com / 0636291061.sd 
 
 

Swimming and Horseback Riding (Gr 1-5) 
If interested please contact Mr Andrea Mele at amele@marymountrome.com 
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Activities Paid Directly to Provider 
 
 
Private Communication and Acting Lessons 
Gr. 3-5 
COMMUNICATION AND ACTING LESSONS  WILL HELP THE STUDENT TO:  
● read easily, fluently and with good understanding 
● expand vocabulary to improve powers of self-expression 
● improve confidence in speaking and listening 
● memorize and recall information 
● engage in constructive informal conversation 
● present ideas in a confident and engaging way  
The students  following the course may also be offered the opportunity to participate in LAMDA examinations.  LAMDA 
is one of the most prestigious drama schools in the UK. The awards are officially recognized and the higher levels are 
accredited as UCAS points, helping with University applications.  Starting in September 2017  lessons will be privately 
taught on an individual basis during school hours and after school. Numbers are limited therefore early subscription is 
recommended.  For more information please email lamda@marymountrome.com 
 
Private Individual Music Lessons 
Gr. 1-5 
Private individual music lessons are available on the following instruments - violin, piano, guitar, recorder               
(flauto dolce), and voice (classical or contemporary singing). For older students (typically Gr. 3 to 5) the                 
following instruments are also available: viola, cello, flute, clarinet, saxophone, oboe, trumpet, horn, and              
drums.  These lessons follow a different fee schedule.  Please see the following link for detailed information. 
https://www.marymountrome.com/student-life/arts/music/private-music-lessons 
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Secondary School  
Extra-Curricular Activities 

 

Basketball (Boys)  
Gr. 6-8 
The students will work on fundamental drills, basic skills, and team strategy. This activity will improve general fitness, 
strength, and coordination. Practices will take place on the basketball court behind the Villa. The team will participate in 
RISA basketball tournaments throughout the year. Practice and game attendance is mandatory! More info to follow on the 
dates of games and tournaments once teams have been established. 

 
Basketball (Girls) 
Gr. 6-8 
The students will work on fundamental drills, basic skills, and team strategy. This activity will improve general fitness, 
strength, and coordination. Practices will take place on the basketball court behind the Villa. The team will participate in 
RISA basketball tournaments throughout the year. Practice and game attendance is mandatory! More info to follow on the 
dates of games and tournaments once teams have been established. 
There will be no classes on the first Monday of each month due to faculty meetings. 

 
Karate 
Gr. 6-8 
Instructor Daniele Calanchini (black belt 2nd Dan International Shotokan Karate Federation) instructs a  course 
encompassing a detailed study of the positions and techniques for beginners (Kihon), followed by studies and exercises of 
a more advanced series of techniques in a well-defined and traditional sequence (Kata).  The oldest students will study 
combat techniques as well.  The sessions will take place in the elementary gym or in the EC gym on rotation. A €15 
registration fee for ISKF is included in the overall fee. Parents will be asked to purchase the karategi, training suit 
for approximately € 30,00.  
 
 

Soccer (Girls)  
Gr. 6-8 
The students will develop their individual skills, and team tactics and strategies. Practices will take place on the main 
soccer pitch from September through February and on the calcetto field from February through May. The team will 
participate in RISA soccer games and tournaments throughout the year. Students must wear shin guards at all times, both 
for training and games/tournaments. Practice and game attendance is mandatory! More info to follow on the dates of 
games and tournaments once teams have been established. A minimum of 8 students is necessary for this activity to take 
place. 
 
 

Volley (Girls & Boys)  
Gr. 6-8 
Volleyball is a fun sport for all ages. The sooner students start playing, the more skilled they will become in order to 
master some volleyball skills. Young students are able to learn most volleyball basics, such as passing, serving, setting, 
spiking and blocking. The key to working with children is to keep it fun and give lots of encouragement. 
The ability to work well with others is a skill that young athletes will learn playing volley and they will bring it with them 
throughout their entire lives. 
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Latin 
Gr. 6-12 
Teacher: Josef Herman. 
In this activity, we will be studying together the language of ancient Rome - the language of Virgil, Cicero, Horace, Ovid, 
and many more. Latin gives us access to the great tales of Rome from Romulus and Remus to Caesar and Augustus, but it 
is also the language of European culture. For anyone interested in the texts of the Catholic Church, the science of Galileo, 
or the references in Dante: Latin is the key.  
Email Mr. Josef at jherman@marymountrome.com for more info. 
 

Homework Club  
Gr. 6-12 
Are you looking for a quiet space on campus where you can have some guided help from a teacher to get you motivated                       
and put you on the right track for all the homework assignments you need to tackle? Well, you have found it!  
Teachers will help put students on the right track to completing their homework. The sessions will take place in Residence                    
1 (top floor of the EC building in front of Butler Hall) 
 
 

Model United Nations Club  
Gr. 6-9 / 10-12 
Model United Nations (MUN) is a world-wide program that involves thousands of student participants each year.  In 
MUN, students have the chance to run the world. They play the part of world leaders, and during weekend-long 
conferences, young men and women from many schools discuss solutions to real world problems. The big challenge in 
MUN is to create realistic solutions to world problems. Students participating in the Middle School M.U.N. will attend in 
RHSM MUN in March 2019. 
 
 

Royal Music 
Gr. 8-12 
We will continue to offer the group’s Royal Winds (Tuesday), Royal Voices (Wednesday), and Royal Strings 
(Thursday) from 3:45 - 5:00. Come perform with your instrument or sing some great music to include everything from 
pop to gospel.  
Participation is free of charge. To enrol please contact Mr. Rocco Sbardella: rsbardella@marymountrome.com 
 
 

Drama 
Gr. 9-12 
Marymount Players, or the High School drama performance, is free for all HS students. During this extracurricular 
activity we work towards a piece of performed theatre. Traditionally, we prepare a straight drama (either comedy or 
tragedy) in the First Semester, performed mid-November, and a musical in the Spring. It requires all performers to 
commit to Monday and Thursday rehearsals after school. If you would like to be a part of Marymount Players but are not 
interested in performing, you can help with backstage, lighting, sound, and set. We are always in search of young 
directors and stage managers if you are organized and motivated. This is a great opportunity for all IB students, as you can 
build up your CAS hours if you take part. For more information please contact Ms. Ferrarin - 
gferrarin@marymountrome.com 
 
 
Calligraphy & Lettering Art 
Gr. 8-12 
This course is a fun way to learn how to write and design letters with pen and ink. 
Four styles of lettering will be taught: Renaissance, Italic, Irish uncial, Gothic black letter and the modern letter Neuland. 
Arabic Naskh calligraphy is also a choice. No previous experience required. A manual and tools will be provided to all 
who enroll. Open to parents, teachers, and secondary students. 
Instructor: Marie Catherine Letendre. 
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Spanish - DELE Preparation Course A1  
Gr. 7 
Teacher: Annamaria Romano. 

The DELE A1 enables students to access the Spanish-speaking world, improves their academic education and provides                
them with the confidence to continue advancing towards more advanced levels. 

This diploma certifies that the student is able to communicate using the language in a basic way in situations having to do                      
with immediate needs or everyday situations. 

The DELE A1 is an internationally recognized certificate that connects people from their first contact with Spanish and                  
evaluates their level in Spanish from the beginning of their studies. 

The DELE A1 exam is made up of different parts organized into two groups: 

● Group 1 (reading and writing skills): Reading comprehension and written expression and interaction. 
● Group 2 (oral skills): Listening comprehension and oral expression and interaction. 
To register on this course, please contact Ms. Annamaria Romano at aromano@marymountrome.com or Mr. Andrea Mele                
at amele@marymountrome.com. 
 

French - DELF Preparation Course A1 
As we did in the past 10 years, we are offering the possibility for students willing to achieve more to take the Diplôme 
d’Études de la Langue Française, a worldwide recognized certificate granted by the Ministry of French education. Your 
son/daughter has shown interest and passed through the screening process.  
In order to prepare for the B2 exam, I will organize an extracurricular course on Wednesdays from January,16 to April,10, 
from 15.30 to 16.45. 
To register on this course, please contact Ms. Sophie Lafon D’Alessandro at slafon@marymountrome.com or Mr. Andrea                
Mele at amele@marymountrome.com. 
  
The exam dates for this year are the following: 
 

 DELF  MAY 2019 
Registration March 5 / March 15, 2019 

Oral examination May 2 / May 31, 2019 
Written examination DELF A2 Wednesday May 15, 2019  
Written examination DELF B1 Friday May 10, 2019 
Written examination DELF B2            Tuesday May 7, 2019 

 
Results will be coming out in July 2019. 
Students need to register through Marymount paying a fee to Institut français. 
 

Exams Level   B1 B2 

Exams Fee  € 85,00 € 115,00 
Course Fee  € 200,00 € 200,00 

 
 

Swimming (Gr 6-12) and Horseback Riding (Gr 6-8) 
If interested please contact Mr Andrea Mele at amele@marymountrome.com 
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Activities Paid Directly to Provider 

 
Private Communications and Acting Lessons 
Gr. 6-12 
COMMUNICATION AND ACTING LESSONS  WILL HELP STUDENTs TO:  
● read easily, fluently and with good understanding 
● expand vocabulary to improve powers of self-expression 
● improve confidence in speaking and listening 
● memorize and recall information 
● engage in constructive informal conversation 
● present ideas in a confident and engaging way  
The students  following the course may also be offered the opportunity to participate in LAMDA examinations.  LAMDA 
is one of the most prestigious drama schools in the UK. The awards are officially recognized and the higher levels are 
accredited as UCAS points, helping with University applications.  Starting in September 2017  lessons will be privately 
taught on an individual basis during school hours and after school. Numbers are limited therefore early subscription is 
recommended.  
For more information please email: lamda@marymountrome.com 

 
Private Individual Music Lessons 
Gr. 6-12 
Private individual music lessons are available on the following instruments - violin, piano, guitar, recorder               
(flauto dolce), and voice (classical or contemporary singing). For older students (typically Gr. 3 to 5) the                 
following instruments are also available: viola, cello, flute, clarinet, saxophone, oboe, trumpet, horn, and              
drums.  These lessons follow a different fee schedule.  Please see the following link for detailed information. 
https://www.marymountrome.com/student-life/arts/music/private-music-lessons 
 

Activities For Parents and Teachers 
 

Calligraphy & Lettering Art 
Teachers & Parents 
Description: This course is a fun way to learn how to write and design letters with pen and ink. 
Four styles of lettering will be taught: Renaissance, Italic, Irish uncial, Gothic black letter and the modern letter Neuland. 
Arabic Naskh calligraphy is also a choice. No previous experience required. A manual and tools will be provided to all 
who enroll. Open to parents, teachers, and secondary students. 
Instructor: Marie Catherine Letendre 
 
 

Italian for Parents and Teachers 
This year, the Italian course for Parents and Teachers is offered by Ms. Stefania Del Papa. 
Classes will be divided in “Beginners on Tuesdays and Advanced on Wednesdays”  
For more info and to enrolment, please contact Ms. Del Papa at (sdelpapa@marymountrome.com )  
or Mr. Andrea Mele at (amele@marymountrome.com) 
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Extracurricular Activities - Registration Form 
Session 2: Monday, January 28, 2019 – Friday, June 7, 2019 

 
Student Full Name: ___________________________________    Student Grade: ____ 

 

Please list chosen activities below: Please tick one of the dismissal options: 

Monday:  ____ My child will take the late bus home (please 
attach Late Bus Request Form) 
 
____I will pick my child up from school promptly 
at 4:45PM for EC & ES - 5:00 PM for MS & HS 
(If someone different from myself will pick up 
my child I will inform the Extra-Curricular 
Coordinator) 

Tuesday:  

Wednesday: 

Thursday:  

Friday:  

 
Parent / Guardian Contact Information: 
 
Parent / Guardian name 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Home number__________________________        Mobile Number 1 ________________________ 
 
Mobile Number 2 ____________________________  Parent emai___________________________ 
 
Emergency contact 
name____________________________________________________________________________  
 
Phone 
number____________________________________E-mail________________________________ 
 
Parents and guardians signing below are in agreement with the following: 

- Students participating in extracurricular activities are expected to meet the behavioural standards 
we have in place during the school day. The School reserves the right to remove students from 
activities for poor behaviour without any refund. 

- In order to participate in their extra-curricular activity, students must have been in full attendance 
at School on that day. 

- There is an expectation that all students registered for extracurricular activities will attend their 
programs. Students are not to remain on campus after school if they are not attending an activity 
unless supervised by a parent or guardian.  

- If students registered for extracurricular activities are found on campus not attending their 
program, the parent or guardian will be called for an immediate pick-up and the school reserves 
the right to remove the child from the activity without any refund.  

 
Parent signature___________________________________________Date_____________________ 
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